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Introduction
⁃
My background in literature and gothic - how gothic theory and tropes can help us
dissect comics page
⁃
not just horror comics! - any comics - led me towards looking in unlikely places – care
bears articles etc
⁃
British children’s comics, especially for girls - a forgotten genre, a marginalised
audience
One of the things that led me to my Misty project – last 3 years (summer 2015).
⁃
Misty - 1970s girls comic, devised by Pat Mills and Wilf Prigmore for Fleetway/IPC,
dealing with supernatural and mystery themes. 101 issues, combining serial and single stories.
Named inspired its host character, a gothic wiccan type woman, who welcomes us to every
issue and answers letters from the letters page. Longer serial tales of adversity and personal
growth like Moonchild (rewrite of Carrie), and single stories generally vicious cautionary tales
with bad endings for wicked protagonists.
⁃
Working on it for the last four years, but actually goes much further back than this.
Originally inspired by my memory of a story I read in a horror comic when I was 8 or 9. It was
about a girl who was not very pretty. She was given a magic mirror and told it would make her
beautiful if she followed its instructions correctly. And it worked! But as she got more lovely she
also became mean and vain, and one day she did something wrong with the instructions and
when she woke up the next day and looked in her mirror her beautiful face was shattered and
warped.
The story ended with the threatening sentence: ‘How would you like to wake up every day…
like this?’
⁃
Scared the hell out of me, threw comic away, avoided all horror for the next few years.
But never forgot it. When I was looking for a project after my first book on Gothic and comics, I
remembered it again and decided to hunt it down, and so began nearly 4 years of research
into British girls’ comics. This included
⁃
archival research, creator interviews, quantitative and qualitative analysis of scripts and
completed pages, lots of online discussions and close analysis, and much more…

So thought I’d talk a bit about it today, from a few different angles. I connect it to the
conference theme in these three ways (10-15 mins each)
⁃
how creative and commercial practices structured the rise and fall of the British comics
industry
⁃
taking what I have uncovered on writers and scripting practices and looking at it
alongside the finished product - reflecting on storytelling, pacing, theme, etc
⁃
looking closely at the page layouts and drawing on quantitative data about features
used, alongside qualitative analysis of how they are used
•

exploring the interlinked roles of writers, artists and editors in creating some of the most
successful comics of the day

•

argument – drawing attention to the ways in which invisible processes and people have
shaped great storytelling, and used what we might consider as limitations as
advantages in developing these.

Background
⁃
Setting the scene - a brief background to the British girls’ comics industry c.1940spresent day.
⁃
Commercial competition between the UK’s ‘Big Two’ – DC Thomson and Fleetway/IPC.
⁃
Draw on interviews with editors, writers and artists to argue that a mixture of
commercial, creative and cultural forces led firstly to a period of heightened competition and
great success, but ultimately to the decline of the industry

Today - largely forgotten. Sabin – often not in scholarship or histories of the medium
Gibson/gravett - Collectors market uninterested for a while,
Critics denigrated them – accusations e.g. stereotyping, indoctrination of socially accepted
codes
VERSUS a Revisionist wave from scholars like Martin Barker and Mel Gibson
Barker reviews and discredits a number of classic readings of girls’ romance comics (using
Jackie as a case study). He points out that these readings are ‘almost all hostile’ (1989: 139)
and make the fundamental mistake of assuming that these comics form a unity. This assumed
unity is both internal (i.e. claims that there is a coherent unified message made up of the
individual stories, the editorial, letters page, and so forth) and also external (i.e. claims that
girls’ comics all carry the same priorities and there is no difference between the range of
comics published over the last 30 years). Barker dismisses the arguments of Alderson, Sharpe
and McRobbie: concluding that the analyses they are based on all ‘start from unsatisfactory
theories of influence and ideology’ (159).

Gibson – a ‘readers’ history’ of British comics, combines interview material with textual
analysis.
Puts focus on what fans thought, and identifies the ways in which British comics publishers
trod a fine line between adventure and propriety, and argues against the assumptions made by
Chapman et al.
Her research redefines the characters and story tropes of these comics by privileging reader
understanding – for example, ‘victim heroines’ were instead read as ‘survivors’ and Gibson
identifies their different attitudes and personalities,
These more positive critical models acknowledge British girls’ comics’ differences and
contradictory underlying drives.

Taking this more nuanced view demonstrates that these titles went far beyond reinforcing
stereotypes of heterosexual romance and fashion.

Sabin points out that these comics were sites of innovation, some of which ‘reshaped the
medium forever’ (1996: 81).
They were a boom industry and by the end of the 1950s there were at least fifty different titles
in the UK, with more emerging in the 1960s and 1970s. At their peak the girls’ comics outsold
the boys as can see from sales figures, and were read voraciously by readers of both genders.

It begins in with School Friend in 1950, revamped by Amalgamated Press into a comic-strip
paper rather than a text story paper.
Comics and children’s writer Anne Digby (2017) explains ‘School Friend was the first
UK weekly paper ever to publish stories for girls in picture strip form. It sold a million copies a
week in its first few years and led directly to rival companies coming into the girls’ market for
the first time.’

Wildly popular and widely read, as 1953 study by Fenwick shows. Adventures and trials,
though largely set in safe, sealed space of school story, and promoting British values.
Content – generally conservative and conventional: Chapman (2011: 112) reads School
Friend’s stories and themes as reflective of pre-war Britain and its values and (as the title
suggests) largely set in the safe, sealed space of the school story.

The ‘second wave’ of girls’ comics began in 1958 when DC Thomson published Bunty (19582001): the longest-running of all the girls’ comics, spanning 43 years and 2249 issues. DCT
followed it with Judy in 1960, Diana in 1963, and Mandy in 1967.
Direct reaction to staid content and appearance – cheap and cheerful and aimed at working
class.

Outsiders, victims – e.g. Bunty #1 (18 January 1958) contains stories such as ‘Orphan of the
Circus’ and ‘Molly in Lonely Wood’ (‘The story of poor crippled Molly and her animal friends’).
More of this across all the titles in the 1950s - printing stories such as ‘Cherry and the Children’
in School Friend 1963 or ‘The Girls of Hard Luck Hall’ in Diana 1963, about a school where
nothing goes right, alongside other Diana stories like ‘Mandy the Thirteenth’ and ‘No Love for
Jenny’, which as titles suggest have unlucky or victimised protagonists.
Spooky and mystery stories also feature, such as ‘The Phantom Ballerina’ and ‘Jane and the
Ghostly Hound’ in School Friend, or ‘The Hunted Ballerina’ in Diana – also serialisations of
movies like Day of the Triffids (Girl, 1964). Can see treading line between adventure and
propriety (hunted/haunted ballerinas).

Alongside this a romance wave in the late 1950s and early 1960s:
Marilyn, Valentine and Roxy from Amalgamated Press

brought out Marilyn (Amalgamated, 1955-65), Valentine (Amalgamated, 1957-74) and Roxy
(Amalgamated, 1958-63).
Pearson threw Mirabelle into the ring (Pearson, 1956-77).
DCT hit back with Romeo (DC Thomson, 1957-74) and ultimately Jackie (DC Thomson, 196493), which by the early 1970s was selling over a million copies per issue (Sabin 1996: 84).

The next significant development was led by IPC’s Tammy (IPC, 1971-84), followed by Jinty a
few years later (IPC, 1974-81). Tammy – darker – eg? Thomsons would then up the ante
again with their mystery themed paper Spellbound in 1976, but when this folded in 1978, IPC
were waiting with Misty to pick up the reins.

You’ve probably noticed that the same publishers’ names are emerging over and over – a back
and forth between the company originally known as Amalgamated Press (later Fleetway, then
IPC), and DC Thomson.
The comics they produced are direct responses to each other: Fleetway’s Eagle had
dominated the boys’ market since its launch (1950), until DC Thomson hit back with numerous
titles, of which Victor (1961) and Hornet (1963) had the most impact. When DC Thomson's
Warlord (1974) came out it arguably rewrote the rules for boys’ action titles, bringing in longer
stories and bigger, punchier layouts and artwork. IPC responded to its military themes and
gritty action with Battle Picture Weekly in 1975 and the now-notorious Action in 1976, and DC
Thomson hit back with Bullet in 1976. For the girls, School Friend (1950) competed with Girl
(1951) until DC Thomson’s Bunty (1958) brought in its dramatic take on the now-stale school
formula. The Romance comics battled it out as Marilyn (1955) and Valentine (1957) fought
against Romeo (1957) and Jackie (1964), until IPC responded by taking the genre to the next

level with Tammy (1971) and Jinty (1974), followed by Thomson’s Spellbound and provoking
IPC’s Misty.
There was also direct competition for talent as well as sales – many of the IPC staff working on
the juvenile titles had come from DC Thomson (including John Purdie, Gerry Finley-Day, John
Wagner, Pat Mills, Malcolm Shaw, Jack Cunningham, and Joe Collins), attracted by the
greater freedom and happier atmosphere that IPC offered – veterans’ stories of ideas hatched
in the pub opposite.

So we had hundreds of weekly titles, focused on storytelling across many genres, being
bought in the millions, and read by the vast majority of children of both genders.
How did we get from this to this?
The 1970s saw a loss of readership that affected British comics (particularly girls’ comics)
across the board, which had its roots in company policies, the denigration of both creators and

audience, economic factors, and a loss of clear direction and identity for previously distinct
titles.

Company policy
– top heavy management
‘Pyramid of power, with accountants on the top and the creatives at the bottom’. Heavy
management burden – all had secretaries, assistants, etc, vs small teams of 4 editing each
comic.
I’ve seen internal bulletins that support this, for example one dated 8 August 1977 which
announces the appointment of 4 new management roles to replace one resignation. These
roles are variously named as ‘Publishing Managers’ or ‘Assistant Publishers’ and all went to
pre-existing IPC commercial directors, accountants or marketing and promotion executives,
primarily from its General Magazine Group.

IPC’s cost centre policy was another key drive behind the need to bolster sales. Basically,
every publication was its own cost centre and thus needed to make profit. This was per issue
(rather than by title), so every weekly issue had to meet the target.
Also the way the company treated its creators;
• Lack of rights: no sense of ownership, no credits on finished work led many creators to
work elsewhere (France, America)
• Better opportunities for writers in book market: ‘A mass market for children's paperback
books opened up in the 1970s, with new imprints like Collins' Armada etc, when hitherto
there had only been Puffin.’ – decent advances, reprints, royalties (Digby 2017)
• Loss of identity and talent: ‘talent was pulled quickly from the girls’ comics to rescue the
boys’ ones when the market started to falter in the 1970s.’ – replaced with
older/inappropriate staff (Mills 2016a), e.g. Norman Worker

Finally, the treatment of the audience who had invested time, money, emotion, etc.

Strategy of hatch, match and dispatch – launch a new title, sell well at first, but then when
sales would start to fall and hit a certain low it would be merged with another title to bump up
the circulation figure. Of course this produced an artificial sales figure that would not last, and
was in fact more damaging as even committed readers quickly drifted from the new combined
title, continuing the pattern of falling sales.
It’s important to note that although this is a horrible strategy, it was not always terminal –
comics such as June and School Friend survived it for many years. Did weaken distinct identity
of titles.
Also the cultural landscape was changing fast and comics readers were being lured in other
directions, such as children’s TV and paperback books. Sales figures fell dramatically from the
late 70s onwards, more and more titles were merged into each other, and by the end of the
1980s there were just a handful left.

So – a depressing start!!
But there are lessons to learn here I think. The rise and fall of the British girls’ comics industry
illustrates that mixing creativity and commerce can produce intense competition that drives
innovation and experimentation. However, the priorities and demands of the two are not
always compatible and if the industry does not adapt to its changing cultural context or modify
its fiscal expectations this can hamstring its creative talent and undermine its readership. From
today’s vantage point it therefore seems that a combination of technological, capitalist and
conservative forces brought about the end of many mighty comics.

One of these was Misty! It’s a great e.g. of collaborative creation producing something
dynamic, fresh, exciting, etc!

So now I’ll go in a more positive direction and look more closely at Misty from two angles (the
visual and the verbal) to reveal how its collaborative creative processes enhanced its
storytelling and impact.
Firstly say some words about the process of writing for the comic - taken from interviews with
IPC writers/editors, including Pat Mills, Terry Magee, Wilf Prigmore, Kelvin Gosnall
Then look closely at an example of an original, unpublished Pat Mills script against the
published story

Writer would submit initial outline, v little written down
Once approved the script would be written and submitted
Sub-editors – extensive role, tidying it up, changing inaccuracies, getting a sense of pace, etc.
Colloquial disasters – pea souper, one armed bandit, blowing raspberries…

Scripting practices – no page breaks, focus on number of panels. Average 26 across 4 pages
in Misty (same across 3 pages in other girls’ comics of the era).

Making the stories longer – financial motivation – meant the writers got paid more
Undercredited – but not badly paid?
It is difficult to convert these values to today’s money since income can be valued in a number
of different ways. However, Wilf Prigmore estimates that a three-page script might command a
fee of £150 in today’s money, and writer Terence Magee estimates similarly in the region of
£150 to £200 pounds.
Magee suggests that an average writer would produce three such scripts a week, so taking
home around £500 in today’s terms, although some were more prolific than others. Alison
Christie (2015) says at her height she was writing 6 stories each week. Anne Digby (2017)

describes writing for the comics was ‘fantastically well paid […] I see, via Google, that the
average gross weekly wage in 1977 was £78.60p, so Alan’s £51 for a morning’s work was very
well-paid’

So can see time and money shaping the scripting process.
The editorial team also played a large part as will demonstrate with this story: Red Knee –
White Terror from Misty #1
Written by pat mills with art by john Richardson
About Andrea, market, bananas, radio…

…spider follows her around the house, into bath, she sees it and screams, and then realises
it’s actually a trick spider from her little brother – but unreassuring end.

Banana King script by Pat Mills
Summary – market, mysterious seller ‘Bertie Webb, the banana king, that’s me’, buys
bananas, goes home, hears radio story about poisonous spider bites, we see one in her bag
(image, lots of detail)

Goes to take bath, spider crawls out of bag and onto her clothes, shows some images of
scream…

…her panicky dialogue as it crawls onto her hair (same as in the published version), then she
knocks the radio into the bath, presumably fatally, and we cut to the marketplace, where the
seller is grinning evilly, with spiders crawling all over him, as radio broadcast continues that the
spider venom can make you ‘stark staring mad… or bananas!’
As originally written it is a story of building tension, with a malevolent antagonist and horror in
the form of a gruesome, detailed spider, which builds to the suggested death of its heroine,
and ends on a final horrifying image combined with an EC Comics style pun (‘A spider that can
make you go… Bananas!’).

As published, the story is certainly toned down: the villain is removed, the spider is revealed as
a toy, and the protagonist does not die, although the ending is not entirely reassuring.
However, the published version does build tension in a similar manner to Mills’ script, and
although Andrea’s scream is perhaps not as hysterical or close-up as he desired, this moment
dominates the page through the emanata ‘EEEEAAA’ on the right, and her shuddering arm
which cuts across its centre. The first and final images of the spider also contain the sort of
convincing, hairy detail that the script requests.
But changes made means that ‘Red Knee’ largely replaces horror (the startling and repulsive
image) with terror (the threat of something unseen or about to happen).
Critical distinction goes back to gothic writer Anne Radcliffe (1826) who claims Gothic is
composed of two opposing impulses: the expansion of terror and the contraction of horror. So
the terror-gothic awakens our senses and draws us to obscured places, relying on the unseen

and impending threat, whereas the horror-gothic overwhelms our senses and disturbs our
complacency with the shocking, grotesque or obscene.
Although there are horrifying images in some Misty stories, these changes indicate that from
the start the vision for the comic was of emotional tension and uncanny intrigue, where
everyday settings and characters would be made strange and unfamiliar through the
supernatural, rather than outright horror. As Prigmore confirms ‘It [‘The Banana King’] was
really quite a frightening story. That was put forward with some of the ideas and we said no,
no. We're definitely not looking for a horror comic, it's going to be mystery…’ (Prigmore
2016a).

I extended this research to look at other aspects of Misty, including its covers, story titles, and
story content.

I found that (40%) showed a fearful reaction (wide eyes, screaming, running); (36%) showed a
hideous image (a skeleton, monster or animal); (14%) showed an image of Misty herself; and
(10%) contained some other non-threatening or abstract image (horses, fairies, etcetera). So
firstly the majority of Misty covers rely on terror and mystery (by showing us fear without a
source), although horrifying images were a close second.
But by contrast, the story titles didn’t use terror or horror that much. Instead, they tended
strongly towards the mysterious and suggestive e.g. by referencing a mysterious item (‘The
Jukebox’ (#28), ‘The Dummy’ (#4), ‘The Swarm’ (#9, Annual 1979), ‘The Silver Racer-Back’
(#83-#91)) or making puns on the story’s content (‘Examination Nerves’ (#47), ‘The Writing on
the Wall’ (#76), or ‘Prize Possession’ (#19)’) Gothic lexis (monsters, dark, evil, etc) seldom
feature – less than 10% of the time in total.
Finally, I looked at a discrete random sample of ten issues of Misty (containing sixty-four
individual story episodes). I firstly discovered that all (100%) use some instance of fear.
However, just (22%) rely upon a monstrous image or effect to horrify (such as skeletons,
gorgons, spiders, sea demons, a fire, rats, snakes, beetles, melting waxworks, and zombies).
The remaining (78%) didn’t show anything horrifying, and although dramatic events and
characters such as traffic accidents and witches feature there is no grotesquery or gore.
Instead they raise tension through their narrative stance and by suggesting an impending
doom.

So this suggests that Misty’s framing relied mostly on images of terror and mystery rather than
outright horror, and that this was strongly supported by heavy editing and its paratextual
elements.
Now in final part of this talk want to extend this exploration to its art.
Misty’s in-house editorial team – Cunningham and Andrews. Their role was to produce the
comic in the exact form required by the printers, which was of course done entirely by hand.
Jack Cunningham – from Glasgow, moved to London job at Newnes and Pearson, merged into
IPC. No training, picked up job as he went along. As Misty’s art editor, Cunningham had a
‘pivotal role’ in creating the image of the comic and is described by Prigmore (2018c) as ‘its
third co-creator’. He designed the cover logo and all the story titles and logos and offered
direction to the artists by annotating the scripts before they were sent out. Then when the art
was received Cunningham would resize it, and sometimes put figures outside the panel frames,
and break it all up bit by bit. He also hand-lettered the inside cover welcome from Misty herself

in every issue, a decision that allowed greater flexibility to fit the space available, and also gave
a more personal air, helping to develop the character and her mythology.
The art assistant (or ‘bodger’) role was to check and edit the artwork as it came in, and amend
or recolour pages as needed for publication. Ted Andrews says: Q ‘Jack would tell me to do
whatever he wanted me to do and I would do it […] Mostly getting the artwork finished and
ready and retouched. It could be anything, frame by frame. It could be one frame that might
need something doing or something added to it, and then I would draw in the style of the artist
to make any alterations.’ (2017b) Also providing additional artwork – comic strip to accompany
free gift in first issue, and illustrations for features in annuals etc.
Both the team comment on the low quality printing and paper used for the comic. It was done
on letterpress, with just four colour pages per issue – cover and centre spread.
But these commercial limitations often became the catalyst for plots – Prigmore draws
attention to ‘Moodstone’ (#1), which reverses the Wizard of Oz (1939) tactic as the colour
slowly drains from the page. Colour is also integral to the events of ‘Terror Wore Blue’ (#2) and
used consistently in the serial ‘The Salamander Girl’ (#5-#9), which is full of fire and flame. It is
similarly well-used in ‘Heaven is a Hummingbird’ (#4), when Lynn’s sight is restored as she
gazes on a beautiful rainbow, and to emphasise the unnatural transformation of ‘The Dryad
Girl’ (#100) or ‘The Pig People’

Worked with the restrictions of the medium to enhance the storytelling
Enabled further by the extra space for each story (4 pages not 3, pioneered by Pat Mills in
2000AD) – allowing artists to shine.
British artists and also from three main Spanish studios – Selecciones Illustrades, Creacciones
Editoriales, Bardon Art
Flag up my website/database. Spanish and British.
Particular thanks to David Roach who identified all of these artists and shared his research
with me (Masters of Spanish Comic Book Art)

I wanted to build on David’s work and explore the visual storytelling by focusing on the striking
page layouts.
Experiments with layout in British comics go back to Frank Bellamy’s work on Eagle in the
1960s and were instrumental in comics such as DC Thomson’s Warlord (1974-86) was which
had longer stories, bigger images, and ‘punchier’ layouts and artwork (Roach 2016). When it
launched in 1977, 2000AD adopted a similar approach, which Pat Mills attributes to the vision
of art editor Doug Church, explaining that Doug would critique scripts and suggest more
dynamic images, often leading to rewrites. This visual legacy continued in the comic’s run:
David Roach joined 2000AD in 1988 and recalls artists being given clear instructions to ‘make
it punchier’ and directed to have ‘one big panel per page’ (Roach 2016).
This type of visual dynamism can also be seen in Misty. These egs all use a large opening
panel to launch a story, which was common in this comic. Mills (2016a) argues that these
visuals owe something to Doug Church, saying: ‘There is clearly a 2000AD influence there […]

they are trying to get that 2000AD sense of spectacle.’ Mills goes on to suggest that Misty is
‘copycatting’ here and that its stories often use extreme contrasts of size or spectacle for no
reason: basically, bringing in exciting visuals without an overall sense of artistry.

Wanted to investigate the visuals from these two angles. Firstly I was hoping to identify
particular features of layout and link these to particular artists (just as is done stylistically by
fans online, who have noted the idiosyncracies of artists like Ken Houghton, Brian Delaney and
John Armstrong.
Secondly I was hoping to identify meaningful use of panel borders, shapes, size, etc.
Funding from BU’s CsJCC – Paul Fisher Davies took on the bulk of this work – devising and
tagging a random sample of page layouts.

BUT interview material undermined this as Cunningham revealed he changed a lot of the
layouts, creating a ‘house style’, and David Roach also recalls that bodging was often used to
deliver the dynamism, especially on the work of particular artists (Carlos Guirado, Rafael
Busom).

So like any good researcher, I changed my aims! Instead, the project aimed to firstly explore
the use of artistic layout in Misty; then to use this to critically reflect on the usefulness of some
theories of page layouts and finally to reinterpret and reflect on the findings through the lens of
Gothic theory. Today – just focus on the first (you can ask me later if you’re interested in the
other two – or buy my book) J
Random sample of ten issues:
Impactful features of these pages were then identified and manually tagged, with the list of
possible classifications developing as the study continued. These tags included panel features
such as angled borders, round borders, open borders, jagged borders, and so forth, along with

page layout features such as arrows, colour, inset panels, and splash pages. The pages were
also categorized in terms of their relationship to a standard ‘grid’, with the number of tiers
being noted.

First discovery: there is always something happening and no pages received no tags.
For example Homero’s work on ‘Day of the Dragon’ is one of the more static layouts, but
contains many semi-borderless panels and transgressed panel borders. Similarly, María
Barrera Castell’s work on Body Snatchers straightforward from a glance, but in fact contains a
split tier, a staggered panel arrangement, a semi-open border, and transgressed panel
borders.

Carrying on to look more closely at other features… initial focus on panel borders. We found
lots of different non-standard panel border types, shown here.
The research showed that by far the most common anomalous panel border is the borderless
panel (which is either entirely open, or lacking one or more sides), and it appears on the
majority of the pages analysed. There is some overlap with the similar category of
unpanellised sequences, which refer to instances where several distinct events or time periods
are rendered within the same panel, as in this cat example. Borderless (and semi-bordered)
panels and unpanellised sequences like this can also be seen in many of the images already
included.
We also found that while these types of open panels appear quite often, they mostly have no
significance to the narrative events and an open border is generally simply decorative. This
suggests that the panel borders were often removed by editorial as a simple way of giving a
sense of free movement.

That said, there are some modalised borders – that is, points where the panel form has an
explicit relationship with the narrative events (for example a cloud shape to indicate a dream or
memory). Also, many of the categories discussed above can be used as modalising features,
just with more subtlety and with different purposes. For example, jagged borders with sharp
angles are normally used in comics to indicate a telephone conversation or split between two
locations. In Misty they are instead predominantly used to indicate a startled character, or
reflect a change of consciousness.

We also looked at other features, like splash pages, which appeared on 5% of the pages,
always as the first page of a story. They are often ambiguous and merge story logo and
content: for example ‘The Loving Cup’ incorporates a large panel of the cup itself into the first
page of every episode. An elaborate story logo appears in all of the Misty stories – whether
text-only as in Date with Death, or sometimes with a small image from the story itself as in The
Fetch. While the title fonts of the serials are consistent, the accompanying images can

sometimes change (as in ‘Paint it Black’). So it seems that even Misty’s paratextual elements
such as its story logos are attention grabbing, experimental and inconstant.

Perhaps the most significant of the page feature categories that were analysed is
transgression, where character limbs or other objects break an enclosing panel border or other
spatial container, which occurs on ninety-three pages (37%). It’s tempting for me to argue that
these frequent instances of aesthetic transgression reflect the comic’s themes: uncanny and
uncontained, focusing on rule breaking and its consequences. But the more extensive analysis
carried out for this project reveals that this type of aesthetic transgression can have a
modalising function, for example as in panel one of this page, where Elizabeth’s hand is
perhaps reaching out to push open the door. However this is often more general than specific
and transgression of panel borders is often just decorative (as in the ‘Day of the Dragon’
example I showed, where Dave and Gayle’s hands break the panel borders). So overall the
findings showed that Misty’s visuals tend towards the experimental and dynamic, but that
these devices are most often used simply for ornamentation.

To conclude – pause to analyse how all these different categories work together in a single
story: ‘Mirror…Mirror’, the story that started all this research.
[talk through plot page by page] – p1 introduced to Linda, as she is hurt to overhear some boys
calling her ‘a bit of a sight’, but is comforted by a strange old woman. On p2 She goes home
and argues with her stepmother, and then the next day meets with old woman again, who
gives her a magic mirror.

On p3 we see her transformation as she follows the mirror’s instructions, but also becomes
vain and mean, and then on p4 she fights with her stepmother again, causing the mirror to
break, and when Linda wakes the next day her face is shattered just like the glass.

But how does the layout work to enhance this story? At the most basic grid level, tiering is
used to increase the pace and flag the danger points. The first page has two tiers, which
increases to three and four tiers across the next two pages, before dropping back to three tiers
on the final page. This layout becomes ambiguous on the third page, which also contains the
most tiers – this is where the magical activity reaches its peak. Panel borders and boundaries
are varied and dynamic throughout: circular panels are used more than once at the start, and
open and borderless panels appear on every single one of the pages, further complemented
by panels with shared borders and semi-open edges. Angles are used to create a sense of
disorientation and danger: three of the four pages have a tilted base, giving a slanted angle on
the puzzling events, and angled vertical edges appear in addition to this on the final page,
conveying further shock through contrast with the previous three.
The story combines Misty’s mystery theme with a Cinderella character, as at its start we are
firmly aligned with Linda, and the fairytale lexis (‘Bet she kisses princes and turns them into
frogs’) also flags this. The medium contributes to this, as the circular panel ‘zooms in’ on her

hurt feelings. Bringing us physically close to her encourages our identification, and the circular
form makes this panel stand out from the other shapes on the page. The situation is one that
most children can empathise with – being laughed about behind your back – and also plays on
the insecurity that female teenage readers may feel about their looks. This is further
emphasised on the second page in a similar panel, where we learn that she does not get on
with her stepmother, and the (albeit innocent) question she asks only makes Linda feel worse
about herself. Despite Linda’s curt responses and cynical thoughts, at this stage in the story
she is our Cinderella, and we feel sorry for her.
When the magical item enters the story, it is again described in distinctly fairy tale terms (‘Gaze
into it for a full minute first thing in the morning and last thing at night’) and of course comes
with a warning (‘Don’t let any harm befall it, I warn you…’) The pace picks up in these panels
(the bottom row of page two) as they are tall and narrow. They are also without borders:
creating white space in the middle of the page that prevents it from appearing too crowded
despite the quite heavy dialogue.
Page 3 introduces the transformation – Linda’s face appears multiple times in a single panel,
creating an unpanellised sequence. An image of her posing in a bikini emphasises her
changed figure and provides a counterpoint to the opening image of page three where a
frumpy Linda stares into her mirror. In contrast to the other three pages, this one is composed
entirely of straight square lines: the regiment of time passing. Again we see people talking
behind Linda’s back, but now we are not given the closeness to her that we had at the start of
the narrative. The moment when the mirror is broken in fact puts us closer to her mother’s hurt
face as she slams the door behind her after Linda calls her jealous and ugly.
On the last page the impact of the story comes from its dramatic unhappy ending. This is
hidden from us until the final grotesque panel as Linda keeps her back to us in the middle row
of the page. The scene is given added power since Linda’s mother has fainted in the
background and is lying in the hallway, and Linda’s dialogue (‘Oh no! Oh no-oo-oooh!’)
underscores her despair. The composition of the final panel also adds impact as it confronts us
directly with Linda’s grotesque face. The closing narration has a knowing tone (‘But Linda
might not want to use the mirror today…she may never use a mirror again…’), which is
emphasised by the final pun (‘After all, would you want to face yourself every morning, like
this…’). This all aligns the reader again with Linda: bringing us into the story with direct
address, and abandoning us here.
This is a typical Misty negative ending that sounds quite permanent (‘never […] again’) and
which combines a magical item with the backfiring of the protagonist’s actions. The story
contains some horror (the final reveal) but also a sense of anticipation (terror).

To return to the start – draw attention to a few final thoughts;
• Tale of British girls’ comics is a sad story, but it’s not all negative.
• In particular it shows that commerce is not always bad – competition drives creativity
• Restrictions and budgets (e.g. colour printing) can shape and enhance story plots and
depictions
• Editorial role is vast – both day-to-day and at a wider level, in shaping the direction and
identity of a comic
• This extends to its aesthetic and look, where editorial changes may have a great impact
• Visual features and embellishments don’t always have to make sense! – form and
content do not necessarily have to link up (e.g. using appropriate panel borders etc) –
sometimes the ‘look of the page’ or ‘make it punchier’ is reason enough.
• But when innovative visual features are used to enhance story content the results can
be spectacular – young readers can be haunted for 33 years by the memory of a single
story!

